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IT CHALLENGES AT THE

EDGE
Exponential 
Growth in 
Devices 

Security 
Threats
Rising

Operational 
Complexity 
Exploding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Networking, compute, storage Dyanmic segmentation ( next architecture)Aruba about to allow devices that generate mission critical data to be secured in the network.When IOT devices explode, each IOT device needs to have its own segment to be able to protect itself from each other, as well as to protect the rest of the environment, in case that something get compromise.Today, tool in the market is vlan.  Vlan is too hard.  Customer is asking about a simple way to IOT devices just like how we did for BYOD devices and clearpass Onboard.  Dynamice segmentation with wifi6 with IOT capability to bring in wireless IOT, with CX that bring in all wired IOT devices and there is the underlay



WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO DELIVER ON
CUSTOMER 

EXPECTATIONS?

PERFORMANCE SECURITY CLOUD OPERATIONS INSIGHTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does it take for them to deliver on user expectationshigh-performance networksecure users, devices and things, securely connect to the cloudscale operations and managementinnovate with apps, services, and experiences



INTRODUCING
THE ARUBA ARCHITECTURE

Cloud Services

Policy

Connectivity

Ecosystem Apps
Robust Ecosystem of Edge Technology Partners
Integration with IT Workflows and IOT Use Cases

Unified Data Set for Analytics & AI 
Elasticity for Any Size Deployment

Flexibility to Use Existing Segmentation
Limited Reliance on Underlying Connectivity

Unified Operating Model
IOT Ready



DELIVER SECURE AND RELIABLE 
WI-FI IN CROWDED AREAS



CONNECTIVITY
THAT WORKS

Aruba Wi-Fi 6

Speed, security, and 
capacity for users, 
devices, and apps

24/7 Uptime

Seamless connectivity 
with live upgrades and 

clustering

Air Slice 

Extend SLA-grade 
application QoS to 

Aruba WLAN

5G and IoT Platform

Converge Wi-Fi, 
cellular, and IoT traffic 

on Aruba WLAN



802.11ax (Wi-Fi 6) Technology 
Increase 4x average throughput of the 
entire system in a dense deployment 
scenario

Improve power efficiency of client 
devices- battery saving 

Maximizing capacity and efficiency  
by ensuring that all devices in a 
crowded network get the bandwidth 
they require

802.11ac

802.11ax

4x better 
capacity in 

dense 
deployment 



Wireless Standards Over Time

•2.4 and 5 GHz
•40 MHz Channels
•64-QAM Rates
•Up to 4 Streams
•Beam forming (explicit 
and implicit)
•Backwards 
compatibility with 
11a/b/g

• 5 GHz only
• 80 and160 MHz 

Channels
• 256-QAM Rates
• Up to 8 Streams
• Beam forming 

(explicit)
• Multi-user MIMO
• Backwards 

compatibility with 
11a/b/g/n

• 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz
• 1024-QAM Rates
• Multi-user MIMO, 8 clients
• OFDMA uplink and downlink
• Better battery life (Target Wake Time)
• Spatial re-use (BSS color)
• Enhanced outdoor long-range performance
• Backwards compatibility with 11a/b/g/n/ac

802.11n (2008) 802.11ac (2012) 802.11ax (2018)



High performance experience with multi user features
OFDMA( uplink and downlink) and MU-MIMO ( downlink)

OFDMA

MU-MIMO

OFDMA increases capacity

OFDMA reduces latency for voice and IoT

Ideal for low bandwidth , small packets ( voice 
and IoT), latency sensitive applications

MU-MIMO increases capacity

MU-MIMO results in higher speed and 
throughput per user – transmit to up to 8 clients 
Ideal for higher bandwidth applications such as 
HD Video or large files 

Congestion and delay  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
64bite packet for voice . We can allocate slots for high priority or medium priority traffic 



ARUBA WI-FI 6
Smart PoE / Zigbee Radio /Air Slice

AI and Green AP
Live Upgrade

ARUBA 510 
SERIES

ARUBA 530 
SERIES ARUBA 550 

SERIES
ARUBA 500 

SERIES

#1 IN WI-FI 6 
MARKET 
SHARE

3,000+ 
Customers

300,000+ 
Units shipped since 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First vendor to introduce .11ad for point to point productFirst vendor to introduce ,Wi-Fi 6, Bluetooth 5 and Zigbee ( Universal IoT platform )



Aruba’s Wi-Fi AP portfolio

510 Series 
High Density 

Wi-Fi 6

530 Series
Very High Density 

Wi-Fi 6

550 Series
Extreme Density 

Wi-Fi 6

500 Series 
Mid Density 

Wi-Fi 6

500H Series 
Hospitality/Remote 

Wi-Fi 6
Expected Summer

518 Series 
Ruggedized 

Wi-Fi 6
Expected Summer

570 Series 
Outdoor 
Wi-Fi 6

Expected Summer

340/330/320/310/300 Series
Very High to Mid Density Wi-Fi 5

Indoor Ceiling/Wall Mount

303H/203R/203H Series
Mid Density Wi-Fi 5

Wall, Hospitality and Remote

387 Series
Point to Point 

802.11ad

*Models are not to scale

370EX Series
Hazardous 
Location

370/360 Series 
Very High to Mid Density

Omni/Directional



ARUBA AIR SLICE

Air Slice

OFDMA

MU-MIMO

TWT

Wi-Fi Calling, Skype, 
Zoom, Jabber

High bit rate Apps 
(VR, Collaboration)

IoT

1. App1
2. App2
3. App3
4. -------

Usage based 
app prioritization

Application identification 
via Aruba’s DPI engine

Scheduling intelligence 
provides fine-grained 
QoS assurance for 

individual applications

RF SLAs: Guaranteed bit 
rate, improved battery 

life, bounded 
latency/jitter/packet loss

Built on top of Wi-Fi 6 
constructs: MU-MIMO, 
OFDMA, TWT (Target 

Wake Time)

Benefits both .ax and 
non-.ax client devices, 

based on use of 
internal queuing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introducing Aruba Air Slice (5G equivalent deterministic performance/ Usage based app prioritization)4K video streaming, unified communications (UC), and other latency-sensitive applications are beginning to consume a larger share of the Wi-Fi spectrum, creating negative impactson overall network performance and health – especially as they relate to bitrate, latency, and jitter. These applications are also being used on client devices that support differentgenerations of Wi-Fi standards, which can lead to inconsistent experiences for users.Consistency in wireless experience has been a multi-pronged challenge with inconsistent bitrate, latency, and jitter for every application – this is despite existing QoS policies thatprioritize certain applications. (WFA, WMM capability, high, medium and low priority)Air Slice is a unique RF technology designed by Aruba to optimize user and application experience by providing SLA-grade application assurance. By dynamically allocating radioresources, such as time, frequency, and spatial streams, IT can guarantee performance for latency-sensitive applications such as AR/VR, Zoom and Slack, increase throughput forhigh-bandwidth applications, and provide an optimized experience for IoT devices. This is especially useful when other types of traffic such as basic Internet access, messaging, and other non-critical services are also in use.HOW AIR SLICE WORKSAir Slice begins to work the moment a user onboards a device to the network. By combining PEF intelligence with Wi-Fi 6 technologies such as OFDMA, MU-MIMO, TWT, and network scheduling, Air Slice allows for flexible Wi-Fi resource management. Here’s how it works:Initial configuration: IT uses Aruba Central to configure Air Slice policies based on business application requirements, as well as user role and device type on a per-network basis. This is then used to inform SLAs.2. Client device onboarding: An end-user onboards a device to the network, at which point an Aruba AP will provide Air Slice with visibility into the user role, device type, and ongoing application use. Wi-Fi 6 radio resources are automatically allocated based on the client device.3. Client uses an application: An end-user accesses an application recognized by Air Slice, which then assigns radio resources to the application. As new users connect and application sessions begin or end, radio resources change dynamically.KEY FEATURES• Guarantees performance for latency-sensitive, high-bandwidth, and IoT services at the radio level• Utilizes the Policy Enforcement Firewall (PEF) for deep packet inspection• SD-WAN integration extends SLA-grade assurance from access to WAN• Expanded application support as of ArubaOS 8.7Air Slice complements Air Pass as part of Aruba’s indoor coverage solution for seamless cellular and Wi-Fi connectivity.Context AwarenessUsing Aruba PEF, Air Slice gains role-based context to enable expanded policy customization based on user role, device type, and granular application visibility.Guaranteed Radio ResourcesWi-Fi 6 introduces network scheduling capabilities that enables applications to be given priority access to radio resources – such as time, frequency, and spatial streams.Support for Custom ApplicationsAir Slice allows for custom flow definitions for homegrown or industry-specific services for added flexibility.Support for Wi-Fi 6 and Non-Wi-Fi 6 ClientsWorking with Aruba PEF and ClientMatch, Air Slice extends the value of Wi-Fi 6 to non-Wi-Fi 6 clients by efficiently grouping clients based on capability and then allocating radioresources appropriately to ensure minimal contention.Aruba SD-WAN IntegrationFor SLA-grade application assurance across the network, Air Slice works in combination with Aruba SD-WAN configurations – providing flexible capabilities for enterprises and service providers to maintain QoS.
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Wi-Fi 6 Performance
Enhancements

MU-MIMO

TWT

• Scheduling intelligence
- Fine-grained QoS assurance for 
all applications

• Leverages 5G constructs:
- MU-MIMO, OFDMA, TWT

• Guaranteed RF SLAs
- Battery life boost, 
bounded latency, jitter, packet loss

• Application identification
- Aruba’s DPI engine

• Per Role, App QoS
- Aruba’s “AirSlice”

Wi-Fi Calling, 
Skype, Zoom, 
Jabber, etc.

High Bitrate Apps 
(VR, Collaboration)

Usage based app 
prioritization

• App 1
• App 2
• App 3 
• App 4
• App …

Battery life for phones
and IoT

OFDMA

Phones, laptops
and IoT

Introducing Aruba Air Slice
5G equivalent deterministic performance



WI-FI GOES 
GREEN

GREEN AP
AUTOMATION



WI-FI GOES GREEN FOR DIGITAL WORKSPACES WITH THE 5XX 
SERIES

•Built-in “Deep Sleep Mode” support 
in Aruba 5XX series. A.k.a “Green AP.”

With the help of AI/ML, NetInsight will 
identify underutilized APs.

N.I. puts underutilized APs into Deep 
Sleep Mode, while ensuring sufficient 
coverage remains in the area. 

Up to 72% in power can be saved 
(e.g. from approx. 21W to 6W).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enterprise Deployments often contain a large number of idle wireless access points (APs). This is creating additional demand for electricity as the expectation is for technology to work at all times.This increasing demand to keep things running means that organizations need to actively look for ways to conserve energy and reduce operational costsTo enable users to be as productive as possible, Wi-Fi access points must be running so that wireless devices can establish connections. But, like lights in the office and computer monitors, these devices are only needed when users are present. Using AI-powered technology, Aruba 5xx Series APs are able to transition into “sleep mode” in areas where the demand for connectivity stops – reducing electricity demands, saving money and adhering to a green environmental footprint.Please check the video which is real time depiction of APs  at Shoreline Hall . You can see that bunch of APs are powered down early in the day and getting powered only at the time of the event at 12 noon , and again Aruba 5xx Series access points work seamlessly with Aruba NetInsight to automatically power down when connectivity demand ceases, and power up when demand returns. NetInsight uses predictive analytics and machine learning to identify usage patterns. After a brief learning period, NetInsight can predict when demand stops and when it starts.






ACCESS POINT AS 
IOT PLATFORM 

Bluetooth 5   |  Zigbee Radio

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 IoT i. IoT use cases are mainstream across all verticals. We see the AP as a IoT connectivity platform. ii. Aruba was the first vendor  to build  USB ports into APs, followed by   BLE radios in our 300 series  in APs and now our 500 series come with  Zigbee radios.iii.APs will able to support a broad range of IoT   devices and use cases through one of the connectivity mechanisms  Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Zigbee  and USB working with several ecosystem products, partners. iv.IoT  is what makes the edge experiences come to life. Starting with LBS way finding, asset tracking, people engagement, electronic shelf labeling, Zigbee door locks etc. 



ENHANCED
WI-FI 

SECURITY
WPA3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go back to 2004, Wi-Fi was nice to have, WPA2 provided basic securityGuest networks are open. Onboarding was manualWPA3 (Wi-Fi Protected Access) is designed as the successor to widely used WPA2 and brings a number of core enhancements to improve security protections and onboarding procedures across personal, public, and enterprise networks.With that, WPA3 aims to solve these key problems:Problem: Wireless traffic is passed in the clear (open networks)�Solution: With WPA3, there are no more open networks! OWE, or Opportunistic Wireless Encryption encrypts all wireless traffic on formerly Open networks.The most likely relatable scenario typically involves networks you commonly connect to in small businesses such as coffee shops, private auto shops, and restaurants, where Wi-Fi is not a gated asset. If these are Open networks or even if they use a shared and public PSK (such as written on a chalkboard or on the menu in a restaurant) your Wi-Fi traffic can be decrypted by attackers on the network. OWE raises the bar on security and protects against these passive attacks.An OWE network provides users with a seamless experience. It looks like an Open network in the list of available networks, but under the covers, OWE provides improved security.Problem: PSK can be methodically hacked with an offline dictionary attack Solution: PSK mode is replaced by SAE, or Simultaneous Authentication of Equals,  which is resistant to active, passive, and dictionary attacks.Offline dictionary attacks observe a single WPA2-PSK exchange and then cycle through all possible combinations of a Wi-Fi password, seeing if the guessed one was used in the exchange, until the right password is found. The more complex you make your password the better, but complex passwords are hard for people to manage and enter with a low probability of error. Putting the burden of network security on users is never a good idea. With WPA3-SAE, the protocol is secured and retains its security even when used with PSKs that would be deemed too weak for WPA2-PSK.With WPA3-SAE, users need not learn about new security procedures (or know what a dictionary attack is). The UI for SAE is identical to a PSK network. Users are comfortable entering a password when prompted and nothing changes from their point-of-view but under the covers they get a truly secure connection.Problem: Mix-and-match nature of WPA2-Enterprise can result in less-than-optimal securitySolution: WPA3 introduces 256-bit encryption, CNSA (Suite B) security capabilities, and baseline rules to ensure consistent security.While enterprises deploy highly secure networks using WPA2-Enterprise configurations, there are still too many options during implementation that can result in less-than-secure deployments. For instance, should you use RSA key exchanges? 1024-bit authenticating 2048-bit?  TLS 1.0? SHA1? With new WPA3-CNSA, EAP-TLS uses Suite B TLS ciphersuites, and also introduces 192-bit security commonly deployed in high-security Wi-Fi networks in government, defense, and industrial verticals. These ciphersuites combine all of the various options—cipher mode, hash algorithm, key exchange, authentication method—into a single suite that provides consistent security for each user connection. No more mixing and matching of options and no more worries about clients "negotiating down" the security of an EAP-TLS connection, whether intentionally or unintentionally.Problem: There are too many WPA2-Enterprise certified devices that do not properly check certificate chainsSolution: WPA3 establishes mandatory certificate chain testing to ensure proper network verification by the end-device. WPA3 also introduces mandatory management frame protection, which helps secure devices against an attack masking itself as an access point.Problem: Devices take time to onboardSolution: DPP, or Device Provisioning Protocol, makes it easier to onboard headless devices, that may or may not have a touchscreen or keyboard with, say, a QR code.Not strictly WPA3 per se, but DPP is marketed under the umbrella of WPA3. Imagine yourself with a brand new WeMo or Amazon Alexa. The typical procedure is to connect to the IoT device and manually enter the network SSID and password. As you connect more and more devices, especially in an enterprise setting where you may need to connect a plethora of Smart TVs, Apple HomePods, and connected lighting, scale becomes a huge problem.



WFA CERTIFIED WPA3 & ENHANCED OPEN
Included with AP-5XX 

• SAE (Simultaneous Authentication of Equals) replaces WPA2-PSK
Problem:  Passive attack results in off-line dictionary attack to discover PSK
Solution:  Protocol is resistant to active, passive, and dictionary attack

• WPA3-Enterprise now with Suite B/CNSA grade ciphers
Problem:  mix-and-match nature of WPA2-Enterprise can result in less-than-optimal 
security
Solution:  create a cipher suite and a set of rules to ensure consistent primitive security

• Enhanced Open - OWE (Opportunistic Wireless Encryption) replaces Open
Problem:  all wireless traffic is passed in the clear
Solution:  all wireless traffic gets encrypted



UNSECURED
UNENCRYPTED

EASY TO 
USE

OPEN 
NETWORKS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go back to 2004Wi-Fi was nice to haveWPA2 provided basic securityGuest networks are openOnboarding was manualBYOD | mobile | IoT cause disruptions that make it obsolete



ENHANCED
OPEN 

NETWORKS
SECURED

ENCRYPTED
EASY TO 

USE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go back to 2004Wi-Fi was nice to haveWPA2 provided basic securityGuest networks are openOnboarding was manualBYOD | mobile | IoT cause disruptions that make it obsolete



WPA3
MORE 

SECURE
WITHOUT 

ADDITIONAL 
COMPLEXITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s go back to 2004Wi-Fi was nice to haveWPA2 provided basic securityGuest networks are openOnboarding was manualBYOD | mobile | IoT cause disruptions that make it obsolete



Campus 
Controller 

Cluster

Corp

BYOD

IOT

Guest

Office
365

Academic
Records

n0tma1ware
.biz

AirGroup
Access 
Point

Access 
Switch

Users & 
Devices

Applications & 
Destinations

ClearPass

Roles are 
“Dynamic”

“Segmentation” refers to 
the separation of traffic

Solution Requirements:
Aruba 2930F, 2930M, 3810 and 5400R Campus Switches (Requires ArubaOS-Switch 16.04 or later)
Aruba Mobility Controllers with AOS 8.1
Aruba Branch Gateways with ArubaOS 8.4 and Aruba Central 2.4.3
Aruba ClearPass Policy Manager

DYNAMIC SEGMENTATION: FAST AND SIMPLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KEY TAKEAWAY: Dynamic segmentation is our unified wired and wireless technology and provides a network overlay that simplifies policy and provides security across the network.To make IoT devices secure, we offer dynamic segmentation which allows you to have a dynamic policy that creates microsegments based on a device type of role or user role. And using ClearPass you are able to define those roles and the switching infrastructure will implement those roles and create a network overlay and microsegment for every device or user through our mobility controllers. This is a very powerful way to segment your network without having to do a lot of manual configuration. The tunnels are built dynamically for devices, based on the policies that are set, and are applied end-to-end across the network, including wireless and wired.Secure IoT Devices  Dynamically segment IoT traffic in secure tunnels to protect the IoT traffic and protect critical clients’ traffic.Better, Consistent User Experience  Centralized, unified role-based policy and authentication and enforcement delivers same policy and consistent user experience wherever user or IOT device is and however they connect (wireless or wired).Simplify Operations  Save time and reduce configuration errors by eliminating manual, static configurations of VLANs and ACLs on switches by dynamically applying unified wired and wireless policies and advanced services anywhere in the network. No new networking skills required!Ensure Branch Security  Utilize ZTP for switches and tunnel specific wired (per port) traffic to controller with Firewall - great for retail PCI compliance, remote education satellite research campuses or healthcare facilities.Use Built-in Controller Security Services  Take advantage of Aruba mobility controller and branch gateway’s built-in security features such as Firewall, packet inspection and finger printing for wired and wireless traffic.Overlay Architecture Solution  Enables smooth integration with existing segmentation such as VLANs means no ripping and replacing entire switching infrastructure, co-exist with existing VLAN segmentation 



WI-FI 6 IS YOUR ONRAMP TO 5G
IMPROVED BUILDING COVERAGE AND CAPACITY

STANDARDS
SPECTRUM

SCALE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aruba has announced a new offering, called Air Pass, that bridges 5G cellular networks with in-building WLANs to enable seamless hand-off between 5G and Wi-Fi 6 networks. Aruba Air Pass lets enterprises and cooperating carriers provide a seamless hand-off from a 5G network to the WLAN for voice and data. The goal is provide a more seamless user experience and maintain a high quality of service. Indoor service quality for cellular networks will be an issue for 5G because the frequencies used don’t propagate well through walls or physical barriers.While solutions such as small cells or mobile antennas are available, they’re expensive and cumbersome to deploy. Instead, organizations can simply use their wireless network to serve as a bridge.To enable the transfer from cellular to Wi-Fi, Aruba’s Air Pass relies on a standard called Passpoint. Developed by the Wi-Fi Alliance, Passpoint automates authentication between the carrier/service provider and the wireless network.That means there’s no need for the user to choose a network, sign in with credentials, or go through a portal. Users can make voice calls, send texts, and get data access automatically.Aruba is establishing partnerships with carriers and service providers to ensure support for Air Pass and to cooperate on authentication. Aruba says it will handle backend agreements on behalf of customers—all the customers need to do is operate Air Pass from Aruba Central.The 5G rollout, there is decoupling of 5G NR (new radio) interfaces to the 5G core network, so that it can be agnostic to the underlying radio technologies and provisions are being made for an unprecedented level of native 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) support for Wi-Fi as a radio access technology.  Wi-Fi will assume the additional role of becoming the principal on-ramp to the emerging 5G core network.





– Low-emission glass, energy-efficient construction 
materials, and evolving building codes create more 
system problems for indoor cellular signal

– 5G amplifies the problem since it operates on a higher 
frequency. 

– Wi-Fi is much better for indoor environments because of 
our experience and incumbency.

5G WILL MAGNIFY THE INDOOR 
COVERAGE PROBLEM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Due to the prevalence of low-emission glass, energy-efficient construction materials, as well as evolving building codes, indoor wireless coverage for cellular traffic has becomeincreasingly problematic – resulting in inconsistent experiences for mobile users who may lose signal when they roam in and out of corporate offices, hotels, conferencecenters, and other indoor locations.These problems are compounded with 5G at higher frequencies that do not penetrate as far indoors as 4G, 3G, and 2G. Voice and data services also vary based on thewireless carrier (or mobile network operator, MNO) and the geographies where they are located.For decades, indoor small cells and distributed antenna systems (DAS) have been used in large public venues like stadiums and shopping malls, but due to high costs and ITpolicies, carpeted enterprise, retail, and hospitality use cases are limited. However, with 5G, integration support for Wi-Fi 6 as a radio access network (RAN) means that enterprise WLANs become the premier method of choice to onrampindoor cellular connections.With the Aruba Air Pass roaming service, Wi-Fi 6 becomes important in accelerating enterprise 5G initiatives – simplifying mobile onboarding and roaming with the addedbenefit of secure enterprise connectivity.



INTRODUCING ARUBA AIR PASS
• Seamless roaming for mobile phones using SIMs 

from major North American operators
• Enable always-on Wi-Fi Calling and SMS as well as 

high-bandwidth offload for mobile users
• Zero-trust framework and simplified device 

onboarding for guests, BYOD and other end-users
• Improves analytics and security with visibility of 

otherwise hidden traffic
• Secure, always-encrypted network access via WPA2 

& WPA3-Enterprise 802.1X
• Compatible with existing Aruba infrastructure 

equipment and Wi-Fi client ecosystem
• Supports MEC and local breakout use cases
• 5G ready

Aruba Air Pass orchestrated 
by Aruba Central

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aruba Air Pass is the industry’s first roaming and onboarding solution designed to unify enterprise and mobile network experiences. Delivered by Aruba WLAN and managed by Aruba Central, Air Pass uses the widely supported Wi-Fi CERTIFIED Passpoint to access cellular SIM credentials for automated onboarding – no captive portals, user names, or passwords are required. ClearPass adds network access  control so that public and private resources remain secure and separate. Mobile subscribers (as well as IoT devices) are then able to roam between cellular and Wi-Fi, while enterprise IT maintains policy compliance.GIVE GUESTS A BETTER WI-FI EXPERIENCEAir Pass is especially useful for hotels, retail stores, and other indoor venues that provide public Wi-Fi hotspots – giving guests an uninterrupted Wi-Fi experience as well as the benefits of Aruba AI and RF enhancements to maintain SLA-grade assurance.Organizations can also integrate their guest or loyalty programs using Aruba’s open APIs for complete visibility into the connectivity experience.CARRIER-GRADE APPLICATION ASSURANCEWithin the nearly 20 billion square feet of real estate served by Air Pass-ready infrastructure worldwide, mobile users and IoT devices are increasingly accessing cloud services and other bandwidth-intensive applications like AR/VR, video conferencing, and gaming. To address burgeoning demands for connectivity, Air Pass is optimized for Aruba Wi-Fi 6 to deliver enhancements like Air Slice for SLA-grade applicationassurance. By dynamically allocating radio resources such as time, frequency, and spatial streams, Air Slice guarantees connectivity for specified users, devices, and applications. 360° SECURITY WITH AI-POWERED INSIGHTSTo help enterprises reduce cyber risk and maintain complete visibility, Aruba Zero Trust Security provides AI-based profiling, policy enforcement and management, and threatdefense capabilities. This is especially important for mitigating threats posed by devices before they have a chance to act. Using Wi-Fi 6 and WPA3, mobile connections are encrypted to the latest standards, while Aruba’s Policy Enforcement Firewall (PEF) extracts intelligence about user role, device type, application, and network location to secure connectivity on a need-to-know basis.



ARUBA AIR PASS 
ARCHITECTURE

Device Provisioning

Passpoint profiles and SIM credentials 
pre-installed or pushed by operators

Authentication

Authentication by operator with assistance
from Aruba Air Pass services 

Aruba Components

Passpoint-certified network equipment

Globally accessible, secure authentication 
hub with scalable architecture to support 

employee, guest and public access for any 
subscriber in any venue

Roaming agreements and exchange of 
QoS data lay foundation for future 5G operator / 

enterprise partnerships

Aruba
Authentication

Hub

Telco 
A

Telco 
B

Telco 
C

Telco 
D



ARUBA AIR PASS ADVANTAGE

Enterprise 
End Users 

Enterprise 
Customers

Policy driven access to enterprise 
resources over 5G

Seamless transition and authentication of 
5G users to Wi-Fi networks

Easy, centralized management of Wi-Fi 
and 5G services

Cost savings within the enterprise 
perimeter

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As technologies, Passpoint and Wi-Fi Calling have both been around for a long time and enjoy widespread support among mobile network operators. Wi-Fi Calling is a mechanism for placing and receiving cellular calls and text messages over a Wi-Fi Internet connection. It is widely supported by over 120 mobile network operators in 47 countries worldwide and is well-established as an effective mechanism for filling cellular coverage gaps indoors.[i] In fact, Wi-Fi Calling works so well that its adoption virtually eliminated the market for in-home femtocells. But Wi-Fi Calling depends upon first finding and getting onto a Wi-Fi network. That’s where Passpoint comes in.Passpoint is a certification program of the Wi-Fi Alliance and the foundation of the Wireless Broadband Alliance’s Next Generation Hotspot interoperability initiative. Mobile phones with operator-issued Passpoint profiles are constantly on the lookout for Passpoint-capable Wi-Fi networks. Passpoint is supported by major North American operators, a growing number of operators globally, and all major mobile handset manufacturers. Aruba infrastructure equipment has long been Passpoint-certified. However, while the individual components have reached a critical mass, the absence of scalable mechanisms to create and manage complex roaming relationships and to convey authentication information among the many thousands of individual enterprise venues and scores of relevant mobile network operators has hindered support for Passpoint in private enterprise networks.



AUTOMATION 
AND ASSURANCE

EXPERIENCE THE 
AUTONOMOUS NETWORK.

Learns 
& 

Adapts

Predictive Analytics  
& 

Peer Benchmarking

Closed Loop 
Automation 
& Validation

AI-POWERED
ARUBA NETINSIGHT



ARUBA WLAN 
LEADS THE PACK

1650 Group
2https://www.cnet.com/news/wi-fi-6-will-upgrade-your-workhorse-wireless-network/

*Filed and Pending

#1 IN WI-FI 6 
MARKET 
SHARE

3,000+ 
Customers

300,000+ 
Units shipped since 2018

4,000+
Patents across 

Aruba R&D* Finalist 500 Series

https://www.cnet.com/news/wi-fi-6-will-upgrade-your-workhorse-wireless-network/
https://www.cnet.com/news/wi-fi-6-will-upgrade-your-workhorse-wireless-network/
https://www.cnet.com/news/wi-fi-6-will-upgrade-your-workhorse-wireless-network/
https://www.cnet.com/news/wi-fi-6-will-upgrade-your-workhorse-wireless-network/


ARUBA SWEEPS 
INDUSTRY RANKINGS

Magic Quadrant Critical Capabilities New Wave MarketScape



TARGET LPV CUSTOMERS WITH WIFI 6 ACCESS POINTS

University of Oklahoma Athletics

• Highly available, high-density and 

performance driven network

• Ease of management and visibility

• Secure environment able to manage IoT

• Mobile-First solution, focused on fan 

experience

• WiFi 6 as an onramp to 5G

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aruba’s technology partner ecosystem is comprised of over 400 certified partners and counting. By leveraging Aruba’s networking infrastructure, we create joint solutions that not only address market gaps, but innovate looking beyond the horizon.  Our criteria for onboarding partners depends not only on the value of the solution, but on the quality of our relationships as we work together to solve customer’s pain points. All of our partners have been tested and certified for interoperability. Through the ArubaEdge partner program, being enrolled as a Certified Partner shows that setup and operation has met quality standards. Our IoT partners include noteworthy relationships including Zebra, Siemens, and EnOcean. For example, with EnOcean we can simply select EnOcean from a drop-down menu to configure the access point to begin parsing telemetry for these devices, taking a lot of the configuration guess work out of the setup.Custom protocols = serial-over-USB and Eth-over-USB. Many IOT vendors use proprietary technology. More use casesWith these integrations, Aruba access points serve as an IoT platform by acting as an interface for many protocols and backhauling telemetry data to an IoT server.



CLIENTS ARE 
HERE NOW

OUR PORTFOLIO 
IS READY

GET READY FOR THE 
CLOUD

IOT AND 5G 
ARE COMING

UPGRADE TO 
ARUBA WI-FI 6 NOW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WiredPort Speed: Aruba was the first vendor to ship standards-based SmartRate (802.3bz), or self-tuning multi-gigabit ports, ready for denser higher-performance 802.11ax where backhaul will exceed 1Gbps in many real-world scenarios.PoE: Aruba is also shipping switches that support 60W POE (802.3bt), perfect for 802.11ax access points that have >30W power draw vs previous generations, and at the same time future-proofing for other high-POE use cases from trickle charging to VDI stations to digital signage and more.



THANK YOU!
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